Dimension reduction in the linear model for right-censored data: predicting the change of HIV-I RNA levels using clinical and protease gene mutation data.
With rapid development in the technology of measuring disease characteristics at molecular or genetic level, it is possible to collect a large amount of data on various potential predictors of the clinical outcome of interest in medical research. It is often of interest to effectively use the information on a large number of predictors to make prediction of the interested outcome. Various statistical tools were developed to overcome the difficulties caused by the high-dimensionality of the covariate space in the setting of a linear regression model. This paper focuses on the situation, where the interested outcomes are subjected to right censoring. We implemented the extended partial least squares method along with other commonly used approaches for analyzing the high-dimensional covariates to the ACTG333 data set. Especially, we compared the prediction performance of different approaches with extensive cross-validation studies. The results show that the Buckley-James based partial least squares, stepwise subset model selection and principal components regression have similar promising predictive power and the partial least square method has several advantages in terms of interpretability and numerical computation.